
CLOCS Conference 2019: 
Influence and information

09.00

Wednesday 20th March 2019 | 10:00 - 15:00 | National Conference Centre, Birmingham

Registration and networking 

Exchanging Places with CEMEX (in car park)

→ Welcome: Victoria Hills, Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI)

→ CLOCS:  Successes and future strategy, Derek Rees, CLOCS

→ Keynote: National influence – Cycling & Walking Investment Strategy, 

 Duncan Price, Department for Transport

→ Regional influence, Richard Banks, Transport for Greater Manchester

→ CLOCS in the planning process, James Harris, RTPI CLOCS Practice Note launch

→ Making Construction Logistic Plans work for all, Alex Pocklington, LB Croydon

→ Connected vehicles, connected communities – using information to drive change, 

 Tony Stapleton, Continental

Morning break with refreshments and networking

Exchanging Places with CEMEX (in car park)

→ Implementing CLOCS as a Construction Client: 

 Alex Neall, Southern Construction Framework (SCF)

→ Implementing CLOCS as a Principal Contractor, Peter Sharman, Mulalley

→ Implementing CLOCS as a Fleet Operator, Sean McGrae, Tarmac

→ FORS as a solution, John Hix, AECOM

→ CLOCS Achievement Awards, Derek Rees, CLOCS

Lunch and networking

Exchanging Places with CEMEX (in car park)

Workshops

 Our workshops: please turn over  

Agenda

10:00

12:35

13:30



WORKSHOP INFORMATION:
CLOCS Conference 2019: Influence and information

Workshop 1 – Continental
Making the digital leap – how transport 
technologies and information systems really 
increase logistics performance and eliminate harm

How information systems can:

→   Reduce collisions
→   Achieve economical and eco-friendly 
      vehicle journeys 
→   Increase productivity and predictability 
→   Support Vision Zero 
      (Zero Fatalities. Zero Injuries. Zero Accidents.) 
→   Help deliver against the CLOCS Standard

Workshop 2 – CEMEX and Berkeley Group
Engaging with the community and working with the 
supply chain through relationships and procurement

Communication of CLOCS is a core commitment of 
each CLOCS Champion and this workshop will provide 
inspiration for community engagement and some great 
ideas for your own organisation to run with.

Cemex - Carl Milton, Northern Regional Logistics Manager:

→   Travelling billboards campaign
→   How to run an ‘exchanging places’ event
→   How to engage with schools

Berkeley Group - Martin Lovegrove, Head of Health & 
Safety Policy & Infrastructure:

How to communicate CLOCS to supply chain and brief on 
your requirements. 

How to proactively engage with the local community to 
communicate your actions to support commitment to 
throughout the project:

→   How vehicle routes have been selected
→   Times – how you restrict to minimise risk
→   How you make yourselves accessible to 
      local residents
→   How you build relationships with local councillors,    
      schools and lobby groups
→   What you should tell residents,
      and what you shouldn’t

Workshop 3 – Tideway and ATT
‘EPIC: Logistics’ an immersive safety leadership 
workshop – empowering construction directors 
through to HGV drivers

Gordon Sutherland, Road Traffic and Logistics Manager – 
Tideway, and Adam Christopher – Active Training 

This interactive workshop showcases ATT’s EPIC safety 
leadership training, developed in partnership with Tideway. 
It’s an opportunity to see why this approach has won so 
many awards, and delegates will have the opportunity to 
experience a 45-minute ‘taster’ of the Logistics version of 
the day - using filmed and live action - especially adapted 
for the CLOCS conference. 

The session brings into sharp focus the factors which lead 
to a fatal road incident, what pressures workers at all levels 
are under, and what influences their decisions. What could 
have caused them to act differently?

Workshop 4 – Mace and CCS (CLOCS Monitors)
Mace and CCS (CLOCS Monitors) –  How to implement 
CLOCS at site level

This workshop will focus on the everyday implementation 
of CLOCS on site and how site monitoring can assist with 
suggestions for improvements.

Principal Contractor Mace – Kevin Coldwell, Senior Health and 
Safety Manager

→   What a contractor can do to meet the CLOCS Standard
→   What needs to be done differently to comply to the    
      CLOCS Standard?
→   What additional resources are required?
→   What are barriers/key enablers?

Considerate Constructors Scheme - David Cowperthwaite, 
Scheme Ambassador

→   How/why CLOCS site reviews are done and how  
      received by sites/companies
→   Which elements of CLOCS Standard sites perform 
      best/worst against
→   How other companies meet the CLOCS Standard – 
      good practice examples


